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I am sharing my Comment page with friend of the magazine, Jimmy Stamp, whose "Blog ls ln the Details," which

premiered in 08.1, "The'90s Generation," will now be a regular feature of arcCA. lt's here this time around not so

much to highlight it, but just because it can be so darned puzzling how to get everything to fit in an exact multiple

of four pages. And you people think BIM is complex.

8ut, also, I don't need the whole page, because my thought for this quarter is a simple one. Ihis issue, "lnteriors

+ Architecture," is the last in a three-part series on the relationships between architecture and three adjacent

professions: landscape architecture, engineering, and interior design. The goal is to encourage better mutual

understanding amonq our disciplines, because the better we get alonq, the better will be the results of our labors.

As one contributor to the series remarked, coordinatingcan be a pain, but collaboratingis a kick.

We're entering a new year in which much will depend on everyone's willingness and ability to "reach across the

aisle." So, gentle readers: biiiiiig stretchl

Tim Culvahouse, FAIA

Editor

The Venice Biennale

Jimmy Stamp

News, reviews, photos, and essays on the Venice
Biennale crowd the blogosphere like |rily tourists in
Piazza San Marco. This yeat's theme. set by director
Aaron Betsky, is Out There: Architecture Bqond Baild-
ing. Building proposals were eschewed for "icons

and enigmas," and, love it or hate it, the theme is
appropriate lor a biennial with such an immediate,
strong life beyond the physical.

First, an introduction: a welcome, jargon-free,

street-level review at Archinect [archinect.com], where
Martina Doleisova waiks us through the Biennale's
maze ofpavilions, heady discourse, and clashing egos.

Environmentally friendly Treehugger Itreehug-
ger.coml looks at "The Architecture of Purification":
Cloud, the ironic, self-defeating installation by Tai"
wanese architect An Te Liu, built from r2o constant-
ly-running air purifiers, jonizers. and humidifiers,
creates a vaguely-defined cleanspace...but, ponders
Treehugger, at what cost|

Inhabitat [inhabitat.com], another green-design

blog. considers Chinese architect Li Xianggang's
Paper-Brick House, Made from stacked reams of
paper and cardboard tubes, it emphasizes the impor-
tance of solid construction after the Sichuan Earth-
quake and would make even The Ofice drones al
Dunder Mifflin proud of their product.

A more in-dep& look at other pavilions can be
found on the excelient art + media blog, We Make
Money Not Art [we-make-money-not-art.com],
including Gold Lion Award winner for Best National
Parlicipation, the Polish Pavilion. Images of recent
Polish architecrure hang side-by-side with coilages
imagining how the buildings might appear ia a not-
too-distant, post-consumer, apocallptic future. The
pavilion itself was temporarily repurposed as a small
hotel where visitors could get a briefrespite from
arch-inundation.

Finally, a closing shot via AnArchitecture
architecture.com] of the Ponte dei Sospiri.
of the most photographed structures in
the "Bridge of Sighs" is under renovation
been temporarily rebranded / sponsored
pean carmaker. AnArchitecture wonders
the advertising will infiltrate visitors

vacation

Comment
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Correspondence

Responses to 08.3, "Engineering + Architecture":

After looking at the current arcCA magazine, I was wondering if you could do an article on why we are trying to

conserve and save water and electricity in our homes and businesses, in relation to using water and electricity

purely for decorative purposes. For example: are we being careful with our water and electricity use in our homes

so that they can be used to decorate large buildings such as mansions, offices, highrises, etc.? I think it might be

interesting to know what direction we are trying to go with this issue-do decorators and architects really care

about conservation? 0r is decoration the prime concern? Looking at what is built and published, I would assume

that decoration has priority over conservation. Maybe you could do an article showing the comparlson of the two

issues to show which has more importance.

fvonne Vail, AIA Emeritus

Santa Cruz

I am proud to be a civil engineer, not only because it is such a "civilized" profession, but also because it gives me

access to my creativity. I have always liked to sink my hands in wet clay and create sculptural forms. Some are

geometric and angular, some curvaceous and sensual. To my hands and mind, two dimensional survey maps-with

contours, boundaries, dimensions, utilities, and elevations below and above the ground-become a three dimen-

sional medium like clay.

Before becoming a civil enqineer, I practiced as a land surveyor, so my connection with a project starts by

reading and understanding the topography and the existing infrastructure. A survey is the basis for any develop-

ment, no matter how big or small it is. lt is a piece of art representing precisely the existing conditions of the ter-

rain prior to new development. It should be clear, accurate, and beautiful to look at.

Unfortunately, most owners do not know what to ask for in a land survey and spend the least amount of

money possible. But, as they say, "You get what you pay for." lt is the architect who first signs the contract with

the owner and who needs to explain the challenges that may result without a land survey.

I have worked with many architectural firms, developers, and public agencies. Few have realized the need

for getting a good survey upfront, without compromise on quality or cost. There have been many instances in

which the land survey was not provided until the project was halfway into construction documents. Being brought

into the project at such a late stage necessitates spending enormous amounts of time and money, in seemingly

endless meetings and conference calls-because, for example, the proposed building is located on top of a main

county storm drain line, which is impossible to realign. Without the information that a proper survey would pro-

vide, civil engineering work is less exact and more time'consuming, resulting in delays and missed deadlines, as

well as unexpected and unnecessary additional expenses.

The more you know about a project and the site to be developed, the better you can serve the client. A

good land survey provides valuable information to everyone involved in the project, not just to the civil engineer,

and is the basis on which to develop a flawless project.

Why have a land survey? Because you can't afford not to.

Eli Yomtov, PE

Yomtov, lnc.

Studio City and Palm Springs
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(im Adam lnteriors, Lewis Residence, Los Altos Hills,

photography by Robert Vente

orcCA asked o dozen inteior designers, from sole practitioner to global team leader, to respond to two
questions:

t. What is one thing you would like architec-ts to know that would facilitate the relationship between the
two professions? Your answer needrft be the most. important thing architeas should know, although it
could be. But it could also be some usefully qui*y thing.

z. 
.Whot 

do you consider the two or three rnost irnportant questions or ideas or concerns motivating inte-
rior design todoy?

We begin with Kim Adam, a sole proctitioner based in Main County, who orticulates succinctly the
most comrnonly shared thoughts and concems of our respondents.

Kim Adam

Kim Adam lnteriors

I've worked on residential projects where I was involved in design before the archi-
tect came on board, and others where I got involved in the design process after the

architect was finished with a project. The most satisfying outcomes, by far, have been those proj-
ects in which the architect, designer, and client collaborated throughout the entire project. The
sum in these cases is always greater than the parts.

How do we make sure we really hear the client and help the client to accurately discern
his or her needs and requirementsl How do we get great design while giving the client the best
value for his or her dollarl How do we satisfy these two concerns while also making responsible
choices regarding the environmentl

1)



B0MA, Grand Holel a Villa Feltrinelli, ltaly, photography by 0berto Gili

Pamela Babey

BOMA

In this age of distinction, inte-

rior design has experienced a

renaissance. By acknowledging and respect-

ing that architects and interior designers have

distinct roles and bring unique skills to the

project, teams can collaborate to create the

most successful environments ever. Involving

the designer early is critical, as the relation-

ship of spaces significantly impacts the suc-

cess of an interior environment. Skillful plan-

ning requires an intimate understanding of
the occupant and how the space will be used.

As specialists in interiors, we have valuable

knowledge to share with the team as the archi
tect begins to develop the building envelope.

My quirky belief is that architects should

not draw furniture in their plans. Too often it
lacks the correct scale and the level of refine-

ment necessary for proper planning. I can't

tell you the number of times I have faced a

client who wanted to seat sixteen or twenty in

Barbara Barry lncorporated, Residence, Los Angeles, ph0t0graphy by Karl Petzke

a dining room that, despite the plan drawing,

would only seat ten. Forgotten entirely were

special service considerations or a buffet for

storing the three or four sets of plates that

the client loved to use. Similarly, hotel rooms

need to address guests' desires and needs.

Most basically, they should properly accom-

modate luggage and have a closet into which

it is a dream to unpack. Surprisingly, this is

often overlooked.

Some clients believe there is a shortcut to

good design. Yet design intent and detail exist

in all phases. To ensure integrity, the team

needs to work together to understand and

pursue the design intent, providing complete

documentation and follow-through.

Time from design to construction con-

tinues to compress as costs escalate. Flexibil-

ity and teamwork are essential. As timelines

shorten, experience becomes more critical.
To meet ever more demanding budgets and

schedules, teams need to be able to utilize
international sources for knowledge and prod-

ucts. Architects and interior designers sharing

these sources will develop the best projects.
'We are part of a team that thrives on details.

As professionals, we bring our know-how to

the project, adding grace, luxury and comfort

to a space that works.

Barbara Barry

Barbara Barry lncorporated

As designers, we build houses

from the inside out, as architects

build from the outside in. Where these intersect

can be artful or disastrous. If the architect can

feel that you are an advocate for his viewpoint,

then he will be more open to what you have to

bring to the table. I always meet with the archi-

tect without the client present to let him know

that, as a designer, I am there in support ofhis
work. I like to share with him some of the details

that inform the choices that I would be mak-

ing on behalf of the client, so that he can better

design for those functions. I want the project to

feel harmonious and work as a whole.
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Moore Ruble Yudell, Tango, Bo0l Housing, Malm6, sweden, photography by werner Huthmacher and 0le Jais

Time and experience have taught me that
it is the little things as well as the large that
inform our experience ofany space, and so, in
the end, they are equally important. The height
of the dining chair to the table, the comfort
of the furniture, and the lighting all make the
space successful, or they take away from it.

I believe the most motivating idea in
design currently is how the way we are living is

evolving. We no longer have the need or desire

to live formally, and we seem to not want all
the stuff that fills a space as we used to. Living
with less while feeling a level of luxury is what
is important to us as human beings. We long
for a sense of well-being, and we want to be

kinder to the planet. We don't want to heat vast

spaces or have to cool them down. We have

learned that "stuff" does not feed the soul,
but space well designed can; and that space in
and of itself can be a thing of beauty and be

nurturing. I think a lot about what the home
of the future will look like and feel like, and
I am sure this must be on the minds of manv
an architect.

Tina Beebe

Moore Ruble Yudell

For the last thirty-five years or so,

I have been consulting in color
and materials with architects
Moore Ruble Yudell, so we have

had time to hone the process to
avoid some of the complications that can arise

between architect and consultant. Because I
am in the office often, and my prot6g6, Kaoru
Orime, is there every day, we have the chance

to meet with the project architects early on
and often. We begin during schematic design,

thinking about how color and materials can be

integral to the architecture. W'hen color and
materials are based on strong, initial concepts,

rather than late cosmetics, they can play a

powerful role in the meaning and experience

ofarchitecture.

We consider how the color and material
might benefit the massing, scale, and image
of the buildings. We think about how they fit
into the site and neighborhood. We pose dif-

ferent possibilities for materials-stone, steel,

concrete, wood, stucco, or paint-and decide

how they come together, where they start
and stop, and finally what color and texture
work best. Can we afford theml Is there some-

thing greener we can use with the same or
better effectl

Doing this early on together helps us to
get the reading of the building we are after. It is
critical to understand the geometry of changes

of plane and mass and how color and materi-
als integrate with these. Architects can then
articulate the necessary details, such as reveals,

so{Hts, and retums, to facilitate the expression

of these materials. Architects can make sure
they are in the budget and arrange for proper
site samples and schedule meetings and time
to adiust these. When these things happen,
the results are significantly better, the process

easier, and the possibilities much greater.
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Paul Fortune Design Studio, Sunset Tower Hotel, Los Angeles, photography by Matthew Hranek

Paul Fortune

Paul Fortune Design Studio

Well, the most important thing
for architects to know is that the

decorator is always rightl Especially if I'm the

decorator . . .

I have found in collaborations with many

architects that they tend to have scant knowl-

edge of how clients actually function in the

spaces they design. Living and its basic, quo-

tidian needs are often sacrificed to the great

"concept." I would hesitate in saying that this

is a question of ego-l know decorators with
egos that would rival any architect's-but the

issue with many architects seems to be that

they have so little opporhrnity to make a mark

in their discipline that they tend to go for the

major gesture when given the chance.

And what is it with the lighting? Honible
cans pockmarking ceilings that look like Swiss

cheeses. I recently re-designed a hotel that

was laid out like a rgth century prison with no

attention to daylight or flow or comfort. And

everywhere you sat or stood, you managed to

have a spotlight shining directly on the top

of your head. Even Brad Pitt would look like

Dracula in this light. I removed nearly every

one (much to the horror of the architects, who

presented a reflected ceiling plan that had so

may light cans, speakers, cameras, vents, etc.

that there was hardly any ceiling). "But how

will anyone seel" they whined. Apparently fine.

Wall sconces give a flattering and func-

tional light in bathrooms, and table or floor
lamps are fine for reading. The deadening

effect of an overall wash of light I find appall-

ing. And it's a waste of energy, to boot. When

everyone from Angelica Huston to Nancy Rea-

gan pays grateful homage to the fact that the

lighting in the restaurant makes them feel

comfortable and welcome, you know you've

done something right.
There is a huge glut of thoughtless, cli-

ch6-ridden "modern" design out there that

has a shelflife ofpractically zero. Think ofall
those ghastly, groovy Philippe Starke clubs and

hotels-full of wannabes-that are trendy for

six months and then over. At which point, they

are gutted and remodeled: not very sustainable

or "green." We are at present under "Starke

AttaclC' here in Los Angeles, where his dated

and generic projects are sprouting everywhere

like poison fungus and seemingly enioy popu-

larity among the twittering class.

I've seen this time and again, when per'

fectly reasonable interiors are gutted and

dumped by a new owner for some spurious

reason. Where is the concept of longevityl I

enjoy visiting places that have a resonance, a

history a provenance. This takes time and a

level of design that is considered and not dis-

posable. This is not to dismiss those contem-

porary spaces that do manage to offer integrity

and an experience one would like to repeat, but

they are few and far between.
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BraytonHughes Design Studio. Four Seasons Sharm el Sheikh, Egypt, photography by John Sutton tDE0, Allen tdmonds, photography by Nicolas Zurcher

myself what would best facilitate the relation- | thng from space to furnishings and art, to the I table and how they felt like the only two people
ship between interiors and architecture. It is I interior designer who provides all finishes, I m the world. How might we design first and

Stanford Hughes, FAIA

BraytonHughes Design Studio

As an architect specializing in
interiors, I am constantly asking

important first to realize that the profession of
interior design is extraordinarily varied in
methodology and practice. These vary from the

more architectural (space driven) to the decora-

tive (object driven) and everything in between.

The key for a successful working relationship is

that the interiors and architectural firms have

a similar philosophical background. It is then
a matter of defining project responsibilities to
complement each firm's talent and expertise.

Over the last twenty years, we have collabo-

rated with a number of architectural firms and

have mutually developed a responsibility matrix
that clearly defines roles between the interiors
and architectural firms. This matrix defines
responsibility regarding design, budgets, docu-

mentation, and prolect administration. It is a

necessity for defining fees and schedules as

well as eliminating duplication of tasks.

The variety of responsibility levels range

from the "high style" architectural practice, in
which the architect is responsible for every-

furnishings, and equipment but requires the
architect to complete the shell.

Our underlying goal is to create human-
istic places connected to tradition and context

with the delight of fresh expression. It is to
provide joy through the effects of physical
forms on spirit.

Dana Cho

IDEO

Remember that people (well, nor-
mal ones, not architecfure geeks)

I vative processes as well as outcomes. What

travelers about the most memorable stories
they have from their stay in hotels. We heard
in great detail about meaningful moments
between mother and daughter, having high tea

at the Ritz, the way the sun was hitting their

foremost for time, experience, and moments
rather than form and stuffl

Design by community: the days of the
design genius feel numbered. It's easy to cre-

ate something solo; it's hard to create some-

thing meaningfirl as a product of participation

and collaboration. It demands we design inno-

does an inclusive, participatory collaborative,
emergent design process look like, and might
it get us to places we'd never anticipated?

Design that demands community: we
must contribute to collective, social, and public

often remember moments in time and events I experience. It feels like a duty as a designer
that occur within a space rather than the tec- | in our intensely personalized world. What are
tonics of the space itself. I remember working | *ryr *" can enable engagement and participa-
for a luxury hospitality company and asking I tion in social and public experiences?
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Page + Moris, San Mateo Public Library, EHDD Architecture, photography by Ryan Berry Rottet Studio, lnvestment Management tirm, Los Angeles, photography by Benny Chan Fotoworks

Bev Moris

PAGE + M0RIS

We specialize in the program-

ming and interior design of pub-

lic libraries, which are one of the few good

things that are free, places to learn and to

better yourself. They are no longer hush-hush

quiet, but full of light and activity-alive com-

munity spaces for all ages.

With the advent of digital technology,

many people thought libraries might disap-

pear. In fact, their growth has been remarkable.

Today, they are about bringing state-of-the-art

technology to everyone. With decentralization

of service points and self check-out, librarians

are no longer trapped behind the desk but are

out on the floor, working with patrons.

Reference collections are shrinking, and

areas for children and teens are growing. Bal-

ancing openness and enclosure is crucial.
Because teens engage in a lot of group learn-

ing and learning through digital games, their

areas require enclosure and a sense of group

identiry but they must also afford supervi-

sion. Other areas, such as the browsing area

for periodicals, are quieter, but not dead silen!
while still others are fully enclosed, quiet
rooms, where even the tap-tap-tap of laptops

is excluded.

Because libraries enioy such heavy use

by such a broad population, materials and

finishes must be durable and easily cleaned,

as well as warm and welcoming. Once a library

opens, it has little funding for maintenance

and certainly not for replacement.

Our practise is based on a proiect type-
focusing the services of a traditional design

firm and augmenting it with specialized exper-

tise. My business partner has a library sciences

background, as well as knowledge of library
facilities and working with architects. She spe-

cializes in authoring building programs for
public libraries. Our work is broader than phys-

ical design; for example, for the state library,

we are engineering and thinking through the

relocation of the collections during renovation.

Ifwe do our work well, work comes to us.

Lauren Rottet, FAIA

Rottet Studio

The education, experience, tal-

ent, intuition, research and care

that a designer brings to a project are far more

important to the outcome of a project than a

title. As an architect, I can say without criti-

cism that many of my colleagues do not under-

stand the difficulty of achieving good interior

design and even good "decoration." It takes a

great deal ofresearch and knowledge to create

truly exceptional interior environments.

Good interior designers know how to
work with lighting, acoustics, and ergonom-

ics in the interior environment to create the

desired effect. They know the unique finishes

and details that make an interior environ-

ment more specialized and how to specify and

source these components. If they are experi-

enced, they also know how a space will feel as

it surrounds you-knowledge that can only be

gained from experience. With a building, you

can create a model and renderings to pretty
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SmithGroup, Smith0roup's San lrancisco Office, photography by David lYakely

much know what it will look like, but creating
interiors is like sculpting from the inside out.

Only with experience does someone know how
all the volumes, forms, texlures, colors, materi-
als, lighting, and other elements will ultimately
be perceived as they surround you.

In a nutshell, unless an architect is truly
educated in the design ofthe interior environ-
ment and has the time to keep up-to-date on
the latest products and specifications, it would
be wise to explore collaboration with a good
interior designer. I realize every day how much
there is to know about interior design, and
I research constantly. Though Rottet Studio
designs buildings as well as interiors, I do
not consider myself an expert in curtain wall
design or certain other aspects about base

building design. We therefore enjoy fulfilling
collaborations with architects who are experts

in these areas.

The most important concern for me is
that the quality of the experience in the inte-
rior environment must be inspiring and not
boring or conducive to mental fatigue. Interi

ors, by nafure, are more static than exteriors,

as they are protected from the elements that
add life-wind, weather, natural light, and

shadow. Therefore, they must be designed to

compensate for this lack of physical and visual

movement. We have been exploring for years

ways to create visual movement in interior
spaces and continue to explore materials that
have subtle reflectiviry ways to bring in natural

light and allow the exterior views to become an

active part of the interior.

Today the office environment is a dynamic

space. People are no longer tethered to their
desk and can in many cases work from any-

where in many different ways. We have been

thinking of the office environment more like a

house, in which many different functions are

performed and rooms are conducive to these

different functions, versus the standard office
profile where the individual office is meant
to house all of the functions. It is far more
interesting to vary where you sit and work dur-
ing the day, just as you would at home. We are

finding that "work," like most things, is about

both individual time and collaboration, being
serious and having fun, inviting someone in as

a guest and enjoying your own environment as

you would your home-and we are designing
with this idea as a driver, not the desk.

Diana l(issil, AlA,

Principal, and Juhee Cho,

IIDA, LEED AB Vice

President, SmithGroup,

www.smithgroup.com

Dl{: The exterior of a building makes a state-

ment; the interior of the building houses the
user. It is the job of the interior designer to
make the building comfortable to the user,

who is able to move through a space easily
and confidently. This makes the interior as

important as the exterior, if not more so. But
sometimes architects think of the design as

"their" building. It's their vision becoming a

reality. They tend to look past how people use

the space to erterior aesthetics. They want the
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Vanderbyl Desiqn, Teknion llDtX Exhibit 2006

architecture to control how people use the

space, instead of spaces being designed to be

supportive of the people.

In our effort to support the user and the

client today, we must have an understanding

ofbuilding technology. It is taking the interior
design profession beyond color, lighting, and

finishes. Integrated project teams and BIM
are making it imperative that interior design-

ers speak the same language as architects,

contractors, and consultants, forcing us to be

knowledgeable on such things as mechani-
cal, electrical, and structural systems. We now

have a very early and clear understanding
of a space, allowing us to design accurately

for the client and user, quickly work through
issues, and get approval well before the first
shovel meets the ground.

Je: Human scale. It is not about recognition

or the accolades. It is about the day-to-day life
of the workers inside the building and how

our work affects them-the spacing, daylight-

ing, color of walls, etc. As designers mostly of

workspaces, my group and I tend to have a bet-

ter understanding of user needs like work/life

balance, what makes happy workers, and how

to create team environments.

As we all know, going "green" is here to

stay. Clients are willing to pay for it, and users

and employees are seeking it. We, as interior
designers, have to be active in pursuing pro-

grams to build sustainable design knowledge

and skills. Today's sustainable challenges can

be overwhelming and, as a colleague once put

it, we should "try to set sustainable design

goals defined by positive and measurable

results rather than by actions to be avoided."

Michael Vanderbyl

Vanderbyl Design

I'm a sort of counter modernist,

even though I love modernism.

People say that my work is very traditional, but

cleaned up and modern. I like the complexity

of that kind of problem-resolving what has

often seemed like a conflict between modern-

ism and humanism.

Form following function requires a larger

palette, which includes both the reassuring

and the symbolic. With my architect friends,

I talk about how for graphic designers, every-

thing communicates a message. In her intro-

ductory graphic design course at CCA (Cali-

fornia College of the Arts), Leslie Becker asks

students to bring in something that has no

meaning. They quickly learn that there is no

such thing. You can line up a series ofchairs,
and they each have a symbolic weight, already

embedded in them. I try to use that embedded

meaning; architects often don't do so, at least

not consciously.

Historically, modernism has rejected the

decorative arts, and there's a lot to learn there,

even ifyou later discard it. The best education

would be Billy Baldwin-an over the top deco-

rator who understood the entire history ofthe
decorative arts-meets Mies van der Rohe.

We try to make modern buildings very

quiet. Yet there's something about the human
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Woods Bagot, Eversheds, LL? London, photography by Timothy Soar

condition that enjoys elaboration. I would love

to see architects understand that decoration is

not a bad thing, it's a humanizing thing.
If you look at the surfaces of Herzog &

DeMeuron's DeYoung Museum, that's dec-

oration, whether you want to call it that or
not. The computer allows you to do extremely

complex designs with intense articulation and

manipulation-something that would take
craftsmen forever to do. I'm hoping that this
technology of craft will allow us to articulate

surfaces more compellingly and interestingly.

Clothing, shoes, hood ornaments are all
decoration-not part of the function, but if
done correctly a beautiful counter note to the
simplicity of function. "Contrast," as my fellow
graphic designer Bob Aufirldish* says, "is your
friend."

"*Editor's note: Bob Aufuldish designed the format
of arcCA and designs each issue's cover.

James Calder

Woods Bagot

My specialty is workplace design.

What is required is a sophisti-
cated understanding of the culture, business,

and work processes, so an interior designer,

architect, or even management consultant can

create great workplaces. There are examples of
interior designers creating good buildings and

architects creating good interiors.

The main innovation of the last century
was the open plan, which started as office
landscaping in the r95os and was developed

by the Quickborner team from Germany,
who were management consultants. I would
like architects to understand more about the
future of work and business, management
theory and the business challenges of today.

A shared understanding ofthe problem would
allow the different expertises to work more
creatively together, rather than in conflict. In
my erperience, there are no relationship issues

among architects and interior designers who

know what they are doing; in fact, there is always

respect for the skills each brings to the table.

Clearly, the most important aspect of inte-

rior design today is creating spaces for knowl-

edge management. With mobile technology and

the rapid shift that we will see toward activity-

based workplaces, the workplace is the place

for tacit knowledge exchange. This is com-
pletely different from the hierarchical work-
places of the last hundred years and requires

a total re-education of much of the profession.

If we don't adapt our workplaces quickly, peo-

ple will simply stop coming to the office, and

knowledge based businesses will suffer.

W'ork now happens everywhere, so the
way we design spaces needs to change as

well-for example, how we use laptops in pub-
lic spaces, the impacts of WiFi hotspots on use,

and the unacceptably low utilization of desks

in most office buildings. The world needs

a more intelligent design focus on the big
issues, such as technology, work culture, zero

footprint, change management, knowledge
management, and business performance. o
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The fo
Interior Design

Albrecht Durels "Draftsman Drawing a Reclining Nude,"

circa 1527

Maria McVarish

"Your body is the 'house of your soul"'-or so the saying goes. But what kind of body is this
"house"? To begin with: is it male or femalel How does gender figure in this common architec-

tural trope?

We all recognize the stereotype of the overtly feminine interior "decorator" (whether in the
person with a "queer eye" or the second-career housewife) and the disdain shown for "her" when
she is juxtaposed against the equally stereotyped, hyper-rational (read: "masculine" or "masterly")

architect. Where do these biases come froml When and how did they enter our perceptions of
space and design?

Polemic for a History of lnterior Design

"Before the twentieth century the profession of interior decoration' simply did not exist. Tradi
tionally it was the upholsterer, cabinetmaker, or retailer who advised on the arrangement of inte-
riors." (Anne Massey, lnteior Design of the zoth CenturyT

Many long-standing practices, concerns, ideologies, and events have contributed to the
historical and present-day identity ofinterior design (encompassing the related fields ofinterior
architecture and interior decoration). Ideas about hygiene and spatial efficiency, behavioral proto-
cols, technological innovations in building systems, the changing social roles of women-all have
provoked subtle and not-so-subtle shifts in our cultural aesthetic preferences, with material and
spatial consequences.

Arguably, interior design's professional history begins with early twentieth century Mod-
ernism. Newly-minted, nineteenth century consumers braved the Industrial Revolution and its
mounting pressures of class awareness by cultivating an antidote in "privacy," the expressed

desire for which was nearly co-incident with Capitalism. Their newfound fascination with psy-

chology (and, more generally, "interiority") paved the way for a turn-of-the-century revolt against
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tive association-from those surrounding Wil-

liam Morris, to the Viennese Werkstatte and

German Werkbund movements, to the Bau-

haus and beyond. These roots may be further

traced to the fine arts, most particularly to influ-
ences in painting and sculpture. The profession

has thus, from its inception, incorporated a

diverse range ofinspirations and practices.

A Longer History: Theorizing Gender in lnterior Design

We must look deeper, and elsewhere, to
approach the question ofgender directly.

In the early fourteenth century a French

surgeon named Henri de Mondeville used

medieval "science" to account for the differ-
ences between men and women. His ideas

gave voice-and gender-to the split that
has come to characterize both the spaces we

inhabit andhow we think about their designs.

De Mondeville, like most of his Euro-

pean compatriots at the time, believed that

women's bodies were inadequately enclosed

when compared with men's. De Mondeville
further speculated that the female body is in
fact (yes, medically) a male body, turned inside

out. This, he seemed to imply, explains why a
woman requires another body, an architectural

prosthetic, "to protect her soul."

'We're in strange, preconscious territory
here-a zone where female and male, femi-
ninity and masculinity, are fantastically aligned

with "interior" and "exterior." Yet, these gender I
space alignments continue to influence the

practices of interior design and architecture.

In his essay, "Untitled: The Housing of
Gender," Mark Wigley, Dean of Columbia Uni
versity's Graduate School of Architecture, Plan-

ning and Preservation, argues that, in the gen-

dering of domestic architecture, "The material

of the body, considered as a house, is seen

as feminine, but its physiological structure
is male. Maleness is the structuring of the

body." We can recognize in this formulation the

means by which architecture came to assimilate

de Mondeville's somewhat fantastical ideas.

By the late twentieth century however, the

lady doth counter-theorize-most vociferously.

Feminist philosopher and spatial theorist Eliz-

abeth Grosz, drawing inspiration from Luce

kigary, protests in her 1995 essay, "Women,

Chora, Dwelling":
"[M]en place women in the position of being . . .

the living representatives of corporeality, of

domesticity, of the natural order that men have

had to expel from their own self-representa-

tions, in order to construct themselves as above-

24

senseless, uncoordinated material production

and accumulation. With Modernism, "design"

as we know it came into existence, calling for
principles of economy, insisting on a contin-

uum between object and environment.

The complication of this lineage is, of
course, that it was Modern(ist) architects who
placed new importance on total integrity of
design, from detail, color, furniture, etc. to

exterior structure. And in the early twenti-
eth century it was architects, for the most
part, who practiced what we now call interior

design. It wasn't until after the fall of Modern-

ism (in the r96os and 7os) that interior design

officially branched away from architecture,
ultimately receiving distinct professional and

institutional reco gnition.
Yet to locate its history solely in relation

to architects is to reduce interior design once

again to the status of architecture's other. The

roots ofinterior design lie equally, and perhaps

more palpably, with turn-of-the-century applied

arts practitioners (industrial and graphic
designers, photographers, furniture makers

and textile artisans, etc.), who responded to
industry wi.thout revolting-either through
thoughtful resistance, by finding renewed

inspiration in handicraft, or through collabora-



the-mundane, beyond the merely material. To

sustain this fantasy of . . . pure self-determina-

tion in a systematic way, men have had to use

women as the delegates of men's materiality."

She continues,

"This enclosure of women in men's physical

space is not entirely different from the contain-

ment of women in men's conceptual universe,

either: theory in the terms in which we know

it today, is . . . the consequence of a refusal

to acknowledge that other perspectives, other

modes of reason, other modes of construction

and constitution are possible. Its singularity

and status as true and objective depend on this

disavowal."

What have been ignored, historically, in archi-

tecture's attachment to transparent rational-
ity, are the notions of difference, multiplicity,
and relationship-the very qualities evidenced

through interior design's professional history.

In architectural pedagogy, as in competition
values, there is strong pressure to reduce the

number of design concepts to one, or at least to

organize any abundance of inspirations within
a clear and singularhierarchy.

Yet, in the realm of the interior, designs

must employ a voriety of approaches. A critical

interior design practice takes into account con-

ditions that may not fit neatly into diagrams

or phrases, as well as those that do. It seeks to

become conscious of all factors and aspects-
conceptual, formal, material, socio-cultural,
psychological, sensorial-perceptual, etc.-and
understands the ways in which these may or

may not be contributing to the experience of
an interior, without precondition.

In practical terms, this results in a range

of models for organizing design priorities-
perhaps the most interesting of which is meta-

phorical. Metaphors make use of alternative

conceptual structures, ones that are able to
hold and give meaningful form to more than
what logic and hierarchy alone would allow.

Repositioning lnterior Design

Interpreting Albrecht Durer's sixteenth-century

Drafi.sman Drawing a Reclining Nude through
the polemical history outlined above, we

might be tempted to position interior design

as the "reclining nude," at least as viewed by

architecture (the "draftsman"): flesh observed

by intellect.

Perhaps, though, if we could modern-
ize Durer's rendering, we might better locate

interior design more ambiguously, as the grid-

ded frame itself-a representational system

through which the body is rendered less vul-

nerable. And we might further insist that this
frame be oriented both ways, that contempo-

rary interior design practice bring together
multiple and diverse aspects of environmental

design: the pleasures and necessities of flesh

and intellect.

Interior design, at its best, conceives

and creates space from the inside out, from
the viewpoint of the situated (if ever-fluidly
defined) body. Seen in this orientation, the

idea of boundary or boundedness, is always

a question of proximity, of layers-never of
finitude-while architecture, historically, has

"created" space by making objects to enclose

and define it, to contain or limit it-by design-

ing, in other words, from the outside facing in.
Because of the profession's attentions to

corporeal, behavioral, and relational nuances

of space, interior design attends not merely to

materials and colors, furniture and light, but
most especially to their meanings within use.

These priorities come with the body. After
all, one's body-as the house of the soul-
includes the mind as well, no matter whether

male or female. o
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Cha llenging Whitewash

opposite: Red tnvelope, San Francisco, Hunstman Architectural

Gr0up. Ihe Board Room d0ubles as a new product display

area. The brand red was intentionally applied to make a pow-

erful statement. Photography by David Wakely.

Jill Pilaroscia

When he accepted the Pritzker Architecture Prize in 1984, Richard Meier said, "White is my
favorite color.... White conventionally has always been seen as a sy,rnbol of perfection, of purity

and clarity." Meier's preference is hardly an uncommon one among architects since the dawn of
modernism, but it overlooks the powerful role that color can play in architecture.

Once, almost all buildings were constructed of materials that had inherent color, and the

resulting palette-the terra cotta of bricks, the cream of limestone, the greens of the landscape,

the blues of sky and water-was a natural part of the architect's understanding. Today, design-

ers have more options: they can leave materials in their natural state or apply paint or stain as a

descriptive element to enrich structures with greater significance.

Color has the ability to trigger responses, memories, and reactions, both conscious and

subconscious, and they differ from person to person. Individual subjective color preferences are

based on memories. A positive experience in a blue room as a child can lead to a lifelong prefer-

ence for blue. The idea of a perfect hue that always works, or of a formula of color relationships

that is foolproof, is a fallacy. Perhaps this is why architects so often overlook color.

Nevertheless, despite the subjective aspects ofcolor perception, skilled colorists around the
world have developed sophisticated approaches to choosing the right hues. Some consider light
the most influential factor; some cite geographic location, culture, or climate; some favor historic
and archeological criteria; some work with styles and trends; and some rely on scientific studies.

Although any ofthese perspectives can yield a successful color solution on its own, the first
person to rigorously synthesize a variety ofapproaches to color was Frank Mahnke, president of
the International Association of Colour Consultants/Designers. In his 1995 book, Color, Environ-

ment and Human Response: The Beneficial IJse of Color in the Architeaurol Environmallt, Mahnke
defined an objective process for applying color in an individual environment. His approach includes
six psychodynamic criteria: biological responses to color, the influence of fashion styles and
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topr 5an Mateo County Courthouse All colors increase in

chromatic intensity as they rise toward the sixty toot apex 0f

the dome. Photography by Dennis Anderson.

bottom: Red [nvel0pe, San francisco, Huntsman Architectural

6roup. Photography by David ll/akely.

trends, cultural and geographic considerations, associations and conscious symbolism, the collec-

tive unconscious (which stores our innate responses to color), and subjective personal color biases.

In addition to Mahnke's work, color theorist |ohannes ltten identified seven color contrasts

critical to color application. He defined how to enhance edges where colors meet, how to apply

colors to vault space, and how to create tonic and vigorous or serene and sublime color contrasts.

And science demonstrates how color can influence our senses of time, temperature, taste,

smell, weight, and distance.

Each project is unique, and no project will have the same program and criteria for color
selections. Yet the cross-disciplinary method offers great flexibility in a variety of situations.

Restoration and Theory

In historic restoration and rehabilitation projects, photographs ofthe original color scheme often
exist and can be used to guide color selection. In some cases, however, little record ofthe original
colors exists. After the r9o4 stained glass dome of the San Mateo County Courthouse was meticu-
lously removed for restoration, officials noted that the recently completed, seven-year restoration
of the California State Capitol dome in Sacramento had applied a polychromatic color scheme.

The county wanted a noteworthy landmark, as well, and investigated a similar approach.

The colors in the interiors had not been documented before the dome was removed, and the
temporary bright blue tarp installed three stories above the ground floor-to shield courthouse
occupants from falling glass-tinted the light in the space, making it even more difficult to visu-
alize appropriate color choices. The interior walls had been maintained using two cream colors

for years. The city lacked a budget for forensic paint analysis.

A cross-disciplinary approach was the only course, drawing on research into historic pig-

ments available to the West Coast market in the early rgoos and combining those findings with
color science theory and a focus on visual ergonomics. In order to match a red found in the build-
ing's stained glass, a primary red was used to visually mix with yellow light to create a red orange.

To vault the dome, a highly chromatic blue was required to prevent it from mixing with the yel-

low light and turning green. The colors increase in brightness and intensity as they rise from the
first floor up to the center of the 6o-foot dome, a technique that fools the eye into thinking they
are all ofequal brilliance. The success ofthe project helped support the civic significance ofthe
building, and the pro,ect received numerous restoration awards.

Brand, ldentity, and Color Response

Color is a powerful component of branding efforts for many companies-which can sometimes

complicate matters when it comes to designing a corporate office. The key is to apply the brand

color judiciously, so that it stands out without dominating a space and supports the needs of
workers and visitors. When San Francisco gift company Red Envelope decided to expand in order
to house its growing staff, it was clear that red would have to be an integral part of the architec-

tural program. Red carries positive associations: it is primal, powerful, and dynamic. Yet it can

also suggest blood, rage, fire, and death.

The initial color design used red everywhere, buffered by bright white. Environmental stud-

ies and research have shown, however, that one unrelieved color will become boring and monoto-

nous, whether it is red, beige, or white. Furthermore, designing environments for multiple users

who perform different tasks requires a balanced palette. Members of the creative team need dif-

ferent stimuli in their space than the CEO and CFO do, and those in the customer service center

in particular need to remain calm and relaxed. No single hue could work for everyone. The color

palette ultimately consisted of a well-balanced palette of hot and cool hues tailored to meet basic

human needs.
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top & center: Monterey Bay Aquarium, EHDD Architecture.

Royal blue on the large entry wall is visible from a distance,

signaling the entrance to the Museum. To encourage visitors

to explore the shop, red wraps the erterior of the focal walls.

Photography 0 Peter Aaron/tsto.

bottom: Via Rail, Montreal, Atmosphere Design. Using cross-dis-

ciplinary analysis, a palette of color was selected to enhance

rider experience. Photography by 6aetan Tanguay.

Wayfinding and Focusing Attention

Color can also play an important role in helping people orient themselves in a space. As part of a

renovation and expansion project, Monterey Bay Aquarium sought color consultation on the new

entry and ticketing lobby. The scope expanded to include the graphics, display, and retail compo-

nents adjacent to the renovation. The goal was to link disparate elements of the museum experi-

ence with a comprehensive color plan.

To enter the aquarium, visitors waited in lines stretching down the block. The dominant

visual fields were white stucco walls. The application of color accentuated the entry point.

A new exhibit of Monterey Bay history consisting of photographs and canning machinery

was being added. Large brick ovens sat between the entry point and the new history display wall.

A highly chromatic yellow green was selected to complement the color of the brick ovens and call

attention to the exhibit walls.

To create a sense of identity and welcoming, blue was chosen for its power to suggest reli-

ability and stability. Visual cues such as differences in hue and color values attract attention to a

formerly unused area of museum converted into a display zone. Around the corner, a red wall

dramatically wraps around the fagade and into the gift store in order to encourage visitors to

explore the retail shop.

Recasting Healthcare as Hospitality

When skillfirlly crafted, color can suggest mood and create ambiance. Palomar Pomerado Health

in Poway, California, asked Anshen+Allen to design an outpatient facility that felt spa-like rather

than institutional. The facility offers exams, consultations, and 1ab work services to adult women.

The color palette was developed to mimic the regional Southern Califomia landscape, using bright
colors iudiciously. The team presented the color ideas objectively, describing how color psychology

had guided the selection of a palette of sage, coral, light blue, and neutrals, which, combined with
natural materials, would meet the overall project goals and create a relaxing atmosphere.

Enhancing the Tiansportation Experience

Color can also help make environments such as public transit feel more comfortable and peace-

ful. As part of a project to renovate 423 subway cars for the Montreal Transportation Society,

architect Bernard Pepin of Atmosphere Design in Montreal, Canada, delivered a 7r-page report

on color and experience. He considered factors such as perceptions of security, cleanliness,

reduction of aggressive behaviors, vandalism, graffiti, motion sickness, noise, lighting, and heat.

His goal was to apply color in ways that would stimulate a positive mood and compensate for
poor environmental conditions.

The chief engineer for the subway project has stated that, since Pepin completed the first-
class train for VIA RAIL on the Montreal-Toronto line, vandalism and graffiti have been reduced

4o%o and ridership has increased significantly.

In all of these cases, obfective principles, drawing on art and science, informed the applica-

tion of color. Not every environment needs to be polychromatic or dramatically colored. Yet color

is far more than just a decorating tool. Used well, it can be an integral part of architecture, bring-
ing life to large spaces, supporting the needs of workers, and helping people navigate complex

environments. o
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Theatres
esl

opposite: Folsom Lake College Visual and Performing Arts

Center, LPA Sacrament0, lnc., The Shalleck Collaborative,

theatre consultant.

Adam Shalleck, AIA

The cocktail party description of what I do as a theatre consultant is "plan and design performing

arts theatres and facilities, as well as the technical production systems for them." There are many

elements of service that go into it, but that's the bullet. The next question is almost always about

acoustics, and, well, that's a complex enough field that it has its own profession, with which we

work closely, but we don t do it in-house. While the architects we work with are at the top of the

pyramid, we are specialists who bridge the creative and technical worlds of the performing arts

with architecture, engineering, and construction.

Some of our work is with architects who have done theatres before, some not. And, of
course, there is a varying degree of opportunity to explore the possibilities in depth. But it's

always a unique experience, because it's a synthesized building type, mixing all the good stuffof
architectural practice: public structures for human interaction and a complicatedweaving of art,

pragmatics, engineering gymnastics, and capital vs. operating dollar and time budgets, which

together make for a construction process that is all but simple.

When we work with architects who have not designed a theatre before, the first thing we

need to do is give them a perspective beyond their experience as an audience member on the

receiving end of the story being told. We draw on that experience and perhaps help them under-

stand it better, but we need to pull back the curtain and describe what goes into telling that story.

I advise an architect doing a theatre for the first time-as I advise the contractors, who are almost

always first-timers-attendlErst to what you know least about.

In designing places for live performance, we have technical requirements to meet, but

we must go beyond the pragmatics, because we are responsible not only to accommodate how

people see and hear; we need to affect how people feel. We want our audience to be bound in a

community and taken in by the story. The more human the place, the closer we can get our audi
ence to be touched by art, and the more the reactive energy of the audience comes back to the
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above: [olsom Lake College Visual and Performing Arts Center, LPA Sacramento, lnc.;opposite: Shanghai Cultural Square, Studios

Architecture with team 7 international; The Shalleck Collaborative is theatre consultant for both prolects.

performers, fueling them. When this purpose

of making a human place is ignored, we are

treating our audience with disrespect.

I grew up in the profession in a marvel-

ous time when we were being rescued from
post-war, distinctly mathematical solutions to
theatre design. In the '5os through the '7os,

as many things were being dissected, theatre

planning spent a largely dark era focused on

the "perfect" theatre, on the sole need ofaudi
ences to see and hear, something that could be

solved with simple geometric rules derived in
plan and section. Often, these geometries were

merely extruded into rooms. But, just as dis-

section is an inquiry unfortunate for the frog,

what we were left with had no soul. If a room

has no soul, how can it put the audience in a

ready state to absorb and reflect the soul that

the performers are pouring out?

While seeing and hearing are fundamen-

tal, they are themselves artless. Of course we

need to see what's happening and hear it in
the way appropriate for its type, but we need to

feel it, as well, and that's where the architecture

needs to rise above the formulae and pull it all

together-pull us all together. Yet, we design-

ers need to be humble, in much the same way

we would approach designing a gallery. When

the lights dim, we want the audience to forget

where they are.

We use the term intimacy when we talk
about the audience experience and the actor-

audience relationship. Intimacy depends on

how we position people in relation to each

other and to the stage, but also on how we

scale the room with architectural moments.

We know this, because you can be in an audi-

torium alone with no performance and feel

that it is intimate. So, if the room feels inti-
mate even when you are alone in it, it must
be that it comes from the built form and our
perception of it-from the subtleties of illu-
mination's effect and the solemnity of silence.

Thus, we can achieve spatial intimacy through
the management of scale and warmth, and the

sculpting ofa place.

In an audience, emotion is a contagion

that spreads, so we want to have other audi-

ence members, if only subtly, as part of one

another's perspective. This is an outcome
of the care we take in the curvature of the

rows, the sightline target including not only
the stage but also some of the audience, and

is one of the results of having side boxes at

various levels. Certainly, one of the uses of
boxes is to define areas for VIP (elevated reve-

nue) seating, but there is more to it. They serve

to "people the walls"; they provide the acoustic

benefit of introducing surfaces for sound to
cue-ball back to the audience sooner than from
the side walls; and they scale down what would
otherwise be a tall, distant, uninterrupted
side wall, providing a surface with their front
rail as a necklace and connecting the balcony

to the proscenium. The box and balcony fronts

form a pair of outstretched arms, starting pref-

erably at the stage, extending on both sides,

and giving the audience a big hug. Shape

them, detail them, and illuminate them, and

they are significant players in sculpting the

dominant volume.

We desperately need to make the room

I
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feel smaller than it is, whether that is small

or large. If it feels smaller, we feel bigger, and

vice versa. If we feel small in a giant room,

how can we have an impact, or how can a

group remain energeticl And if we don't have

an impact, the place is dead. We have other
architectural tools in our quiver, like interme-

diate pony walls among the audience; and we

can push prosceniumJike forms into the audi
ence to draw you in close. Most importantly,
we again illuminate these form-givers so they

read more prominently than the outermost
walls that ultimately contain the space.

As I mentioned, we have the fortune to
work with related professionals who consult
in acoustics. The ones we enjoy most are those

who sit at the table and assert that, although in
schematic design they will provide some geo-

metric acoustic criteria diagrams, for heavens

sake, don't build them! Again, theatres don't
come to life if they are two-dimensional dia-

grams of reflective surfaces that become the

too-literal basis for a room. This living room
should change as you move about it.

Lastly, I need to warn you that we are in
need ofwhat can be a substantial piece ofthe
budget to provide the engineering infrastruc-
ture and systems that are largely backstage,

in order to make the theatre magic go. It's
the table in the operating room: without it,
we can't do what we set out to. All live perfor-

mance theatres are places where people nraka

things so that a story can be told. To mount a

production is a highly collaborative and accel-

erated planning-conceiving-design-construc-

tion-opening effort, on top of the director's
and performers' interpretation of the script
or score. Theatres need the tools to efficiently
support the art and to have the most creative

flexibility possible. They cannot be hampered

by obstacles that cause the expense ofunneces-

sary time-because, in theatre, time is money,

and also time is time: if operations can happen

faster, we can do more and better theatre. o
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T m Str et-Porter
and Annie Kelly

La Miniatura, Pasadena, Frank Lloyd Wright. lnterior decoration

by Annie (elly. Photography by Tim Street-Porter

interview

John Leighton Chase, AIA

Annie lQlly wites obout design for magazines in the II.S. ond abroad,

including Vogue Living and English House and Garden. She is olso o

decorotor whose work has been includ.ed ir,r Architectural Digest, House
Beautiful, and Elle Decor. Kelly's husbond, Tim Street-Porkr, is an oward

winning architecturol and inteior design photographer and author whose

work hos oppeored in numerous rnagazines ond books. His recent books include Modemist Paradise

ond L. A. Modern, both with Nicolai Ouroussoff. Street-Porter and klly have colloborated together on

several books, among them Rooms to Inspire: Decorating with America's Best Designers ond Casa

San Miguel: Inspired Design and Decorations, with Jorge Alrnoda.

arcCA: What advice would you give to architects about working with decoratorsl

AK: The architect should take the time to educate the decorator. The decorator needs to under-
stand what the architect's influences and ideas are, and there has to be a dialogue. The decorator
can sit down with the architect and ask, "What is your favorite furniture, what do you like, what
is your aesthetc)" And it's therefore important for the architect to develop an aesthetic. If the
architect can say to a decorator, "I love [a parricular designer's] furniture," it gives the decorator a
starting point. An architect should be fully resolved and able to articulate a vision for the interior.
You can then build a really interesting interior based on where the architect is going. Ifyou fol-
low the architecture, the decoration will be right.

For example, Frank Lloyd Wright had never designed any furniture for La Miniatura (his
r9z3 house for Alice Millard in Pasadena). He wanted to, but Mrs. Milliard was an antiquarian.
Even though he had built an earlier house for her, she wanted an eighteenth century Italian Villa.
So, when it came to redoing the interior of the house, where do I go? I am not about to buy Alice
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Millard's furniture, Venetian furniture to go in
a Frank Lloyd Wright house. And there was no
money in the client's budget.

arcCA: The real thing would eat up the budget
fairly quickiy.

Al{: Yes, one footstool would do it.

TS-P: And youre competing with major muse-

ums for it now.

Al(: So the solution was to go to the sources of
the architect. That was an example. The furni
ture came out of the east, from his influences.

arcCA: What can architects learn f?om decoratorsl

AK: Where architects can really listen to a deco-

rator is how people actually live in the space.

TS-P: For example, clients who need wall space

for their art.

AK: Architects should listen to the decorator on
where things might be positioned. Because,

basically, to live inside a house is about com-

fort and the way things are arranged. Decorat-

ing is not about just coming in and putting
pink satin everywhere. I can decorate a house

down to the last ashtray without even specify-

ing style. Strange to say, there is a logic about

decoration. You could spec everything before
you even talk about whether it's going to be

modern or r8th century. There are rules for
everything-where you have the side table, the

correct height ofthe bedside table to the height

of the mattress. The architect should say, "l
want a real interior decorator, not someone
who is just going to put tassels on doorknobs."

A good decorator should be able to accom-

modate anlthing an architect suggests-good
or bad. And one of the things a skillful deco-

rator realizes is that you can overcome bad
architecture. A screen will hide an ugly col-

umn. There are, however, a few things that
will defeat even the best decorators-those
pockmarked ceilings with all those can lights,
for one thing.

arcCA: Do you think architects generally under-
stand what interior designers dol

AK: No, I think they are terrified of them as a

rule, as well they should be. It's all very well
doing the most beautiful building in the world,

but unless the interiors are fully formed and

thought out in an attractive way, no one will
ever see it, because it becomes unpublishable

in books and magazines.

TS-P: I have had occasions when I have been

photographing a house for an architect who

does the architecture but then gives over his
control of the interior, and at the same time
complains that the interior designer or decora-

tor completely ruined his vision. When you

do that, you relinquish something that is very

important. fohn Lautner always claimed that
he worked from the inside out, instead of the

conventional way of architects working from
the outside in. Ifyou are an architect, and you

accept that the interior is part of the architec-

ture, you want to retain as much control as you

can-in the extreme case, like Richard Meier,

who writes it in his contract that the designer

must be one he is happy to work with, whom
he has control over, a designer who is on his
wavelength.

AK: Not every architect has the luxury however.

I think Tim is talking about architects who
don't want to do the interiors. I am not saying

that architects should alwavs do their interi-
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ors, but at the very least they should choose

the designer that they want to work with, who

understands their work.

Decorators envy architects, because archi
tects have technical knowledge about things
like drains and structures. Consequently, they
are able to get away with much more than the
decorator. Architects can d,azzle the clients
with this expertise. Also, clients are much
more involved in the finishes of domestic
things inside the house than the actual build-
ing itself, because that's what they see and
touch every day. Therefore, it can be incredibly
complicated when they have to decide among
five different finishes for a door handle. The
trick is, actually, you don't let them know there
are choices. Because that can make them crazy,

The architect is usually the luckier of
the two, and it's actually less stressful to be

an architect from a decorator's point of view,

because as a decorator there are lots ofchanges.
With an architect, admittedly, you get lots of
change orders that drive you crazy. But when
you are a decorator and have ordered ten thou-
sand dollars worth of furniture on the client's
say-so, and then they change their mind: "Can

you send it backl" It's not the same as archi-
tecture: ifthe client asks for a copper roofand

La Miniatura, Pasadena, Frank Lloyd lYright. lnterior decoration

by Annie Kelly. Photography by Tim Street-Porter.

it's put on the building, the client can't say, "I
didn't want a copper roof, I'm not paying for a
copper roof."

The actual manufacturing wing of the
design business is one of the most grossly
ine{ficient industries in America, and the rea-

son they can get away with it is they have an

apologist permanently in front of them in the
form ofthe decorator. The decorator is always

there explaining to the client why something's
twelve weeks late. And that's why clients often
dislike their decorators. And it's not their fault.
The manufacturers are allowed to exist because

the decorator is always there to smooth things
over. Take the decorator away and that part of
the industry will be forced to be more efficient,
like Pottery Bam and Crate and Barrel. Those

companies couldn't stay in business if they
were like the companies, let's say, in the Pacific

Design Center, bless their hearts.

When you go into a showroom in the
PDC and you select ten fabric samples, you
will find-when you have seen all the fabric,
and you start writing out your order-that
probably only three or four are available. They
have been discontinued. And you ask yourself,
"Why don't they take them off the floor?" Or
you put the order in, you've got client approval,

you've got the sample. And three weeks later
it comes back, "Oh no, we can't fill your order.

Its fust been discontinued." And you think,
"Oh, my God." So you have to go through the
whole process again.

arccA: So you have convinced the client that
this is the best thing in the universe. Then you

have to go back to them and say, "Well, now
we can't get the best thing. How about the next
best thingl"

AK: And does that make you look good? I don't
think so. No wonder clients have trouble with
decorators. Decorators are the whipping posts

of the design world! o
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State Registration Type Year tnacted

Alabama* Title/Practice 2001

Arkansas Title 1993

California Self-Certif icatlon 1991

Colorado Permitting Statute 2001

Connecticut Title 1987

,,i
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TitlelPracticeflorida:- 1994
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Georgia

lllinois

lowa

Kentucky

Maine Title 1993

t
I

Title

Title

Title

Title
. ,.

.. irLouisiana Title 1999

t'
Maryland Title 1997

t Minnesota Title 1995
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*ln 2004 Alabana 0istrict Court found the prdctice act ta

be unconstitutional. ln 200/, lhe state's Suprene Caurt upheld

tfiat decision.

the lnterior Design Practice Act

Annie Chu, AIA

As the interior design profession matures, it has become important to some in that community
to be recognized as professionals with unique educational qualifications and knowledge. Those

members have cried out for their profession to be distinguished from the practice of interior dec-

orating, as well as from the practice of un-trained persons who can market themselves as interior
designers without legal consequences.

Proponents of regulation seek to promote either Title Acts, which limit who can use the title,
or Practice Acts, which limit who can perform the service, on a state-by-state basis. (For example,

the term structurol engineer is controlled by a Title Act, whereas the term civil or elec-tical engineer

is controlled by a Practice Act-which is why you may find "civil engineer" on your structural

engineer's stamp.) Opponents of regulation cite economic hardship and discrimination due to
the requirement of accredited education and qualifying exams.

What seemed to be a fairly cut and dried issue has spawned a civil war among interior
designers and practitioners, pitching membership organizations and even members within the

same organization against one another. Besides this intemal disagreement, the complexity has

increased with the overlapping jurisdiction between architects and interior designers on interior
projects.

State-by-state battles by interior designers have mostly taken the form of legislation to estab-

lish a Title Act, a Practice Act, or some hybrid form of the two. This year in California, Senators

Leland Yee ofSan Francisco and Ron S. Calderon, representing parts ofLos Angeles, introduced
California Senate Bill r3,rz, which was eventually defeated. This legislation proposed to create offi-
cial state licensure and regulation for "registered interior designers." It would replace the Califor-
nia Architects Board with the California Architects and Registered Interior Designers Board.

Proponents of legislative regulation of the interior design profession include the American
Society of Interior Designers (ASID), the International Interior Design Association (IIDA), the
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National Council for Interior Design Qualifica-
tion (NCIDQ), and the Interior Design Coali-

tion of California (IDCC). They cite public
health, safery and welfare as well as increased

professional status and independence for inte-

rior designers as the main reasons for regula-

tion initiatives.

According to Randy Stauffer, co-Vice Pres-

ident of Government and Regulatory Affairs

for its Southern California chapter, IIDA is in
support of Practice Acts that will allow regis-

tered interior designers to have the authority

to stamp and seal drawings. As Stauffer notes,

currently, depending on local jurisdiction, cer-

tified interior designers have to obtain the

stamp and signature of another professional

(such as an architect or structural engineer)

when they submit for plan check.

In a telephone interview with Bruce Goff,

Legislative Director for the IDCC and national

board member of ASID, he clarified that the

drive to register interior designers originated

with the need to clarifr vocation versus profes-

sion and to ensure that interior designers can

practice to the full extent of their knowledge

and experience. The proposed Practice Act

will not preclude anyone from calling oneself

an interior designer, but will create a tiered

categorization of interior designers. The leg-

islation will define the activity areas of regis-

tered interior design practice relative to public

health, safety, and welfare and code impact.

In an example to clarify the Act's intent, Goff

spoke of a set of drawings submitted for plan

check that may include pages stamped by the

interior designer (for design intent), structural

engineer (for structural design and calcula-

tions of load bearing members), and architect

(for the master exiting system and other code

impacted areas). Goffalso drew an analogy to

the subcategories of the nursing profession,

in which their activities are also governed by

tiered registration. As he further remarked, the

three E's (education, experience, and examina-

tion) should form a threshold to qualify an

individual for the scope of work commensu-

rate with the quality of the vetting measure.

According to AIACC Director of Legisla-

tive Affairs Mark Christian, the AIA California

Council has, in the past, supported a simple

Title Act, but not a Practice Act such as SB

4rz. The Council believes that the state should

not interfere in the marketplace by restrict-

ing the production of services, unless such

interference is needed to protect the health,

safety, and welfare of the public. It believes

that no evidence has been put forth for that

argument. Also, interior designers in Cali-

fornia can already operate within the exemp-

tions of Section 5538 of the Architects Proctice

Act and can submit plans to building officials

within those guidelines. Those guidelines do

not prohibit anyone from furnishing drawings,

specifications and data: (a) for nonstructural or
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nonseismic storefronts, interior alterations or

additions, fixtures, cabinetwork, furniture, or

other appliances or equipment; (b) for any

nonstructural or nonseismic work necessary

to provide for their installation; or (c) for any

nonstructural or nonseismic alterations or

additions to any building necessary to or atten-

dant upon the installation ofthose storefronts,

interior alterations or additions, fixtures,
cabinetwork, furniture, appliances, or equip-

ment, provided those alterations do not change

or affect the structural system or safety of
the building.

A major opponent of the licensure of
registered interior designers is the National

Kitchen & Bath Association (NKBA), con-

sisting of a membership primarily serving

residential markets. In testimony before the

Pennsylvania House Committee on Profes-

sional Licensure in September zoo7, NKBAs

General Counsel and Director of Legislative

Affairs, Ed Nagorsky, stated that "a handful of
interior designers . . . seek to monopolize the

industry" and that there is no evidence that the

public is being harmed without the legislation.

AIACC's Christian notes that SBr3rz

would have prohibited the interior design-

ers represented by the NKBA and their allied

opponents from offering interior design ser-

vices, and that, depending on their education

and experience, it may be difficult for resi-

dential interior designers to become licensed.



Therefore, it would have created a caste-like

system for interior designers in California,
with residential interior designers at the bot-

tom. In Maclachlan's artide in Capitol Weekly,

Christian characterized the bill as a 'power
grab cloaked behind the rhetoric of'protecting
the consumer."'

Also in opposition is the Interior Design

Protection Council (IDPC), whose main pur-
pose appears to be to organize and educate

interior designers on how to effectively resist
ASlD-supported legislation and protect their
livelihoods. Another allied opposing voice is
the Califomia Legislative Coalition for Interior
Design (CLCID), which is concerned about the

exam and prerequisites putting designers out
ofbusiness.

Also vocal and active against licensure is

the Institute of |ustice (If), self-described as

a libertarian public interest law firm, but also

referred to in Capitol Weekly as a conserva-
tive legal foundation funded by the Coors and

Walton families. In a case study released in
November zoo7, the Institute professed to
have documented "a long-running campaign
led by the American Society of Interior Design-

ers (ASID) to expand regulation of interior
designers in order to put would-be competitors
out ofbusiness under the guise of increasing

the stature of the industry."'

The national AIA maintains that the pro-

tection ofthe health, safety, and welfare ofthe

This civil war among interior designers gets even more complicated when

lve factor in that many architects who practice primarily interior architecture or

interior design are active members of both the AIA and llDA 0r ASID.

public is paramount, and that architects and

engineers are the only professionals who meet
the threshold oflicensure and registration.

The AIACC also wrote a letter to Senator

Mark fudley-Thomas opposing SBr3rz. It stated

that, "Interior designers often are an integral
part in the design process, and frequently work

with architects in planning and designing inte-

rior spaces . . . However, their knowledge,

acquired through education and experience,
does not include the whole building system,

and this knowledge is necessary to protect the

health, safery and welfare of the public."

California has maintained a self-certifi-
cation process since ry9r (Colifornio Business

ond Professions Code-sections 58oo-58r2).
This is how related interior design organiza-
tions became part of the discourse. The Cali
fomia Council for Interior Design Certification

(CCIDC), a non-governmental organization,
administers the IDEX-California examination
(which, beginning this October, replaced the
previously required combination of one of
three competing national exams and the CCRE

(California Codes and Regulations Exam)).

Candidates must also provide proof of
combined work experience and interior design
education, totaling six years with an accredited

degree or eight years without. The Council for
Interior Design Accreditation (CIDA) is an

independent, non-profit accrediting organiza-
tion for interior design education programs at
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colleges and universities in the United States

and Canada. A fulI listing of accredited interior
design programs is available on their website,

www.accredit-id.org. The majority of the Cali-

fornia community colleges are not on this list,
hence the burden of many interior designers
with a degree from an unaccredited school to
produce evidence of two more years of experi-

ence than those who received an education
from an accredited school (likely a more expen-

sive education).

This civil war among interior designers
gets even more complicated when we factor
in that many architects who practice primar-
ily interior architecture or interior design are

active members of both the AIA and IIDA or
ASID. Some architects in larger firms prac-

tice alongside interior designers daily and
collaboratively and find it difficult to decide
where to stand on this debate. As part of the
AIA's Knowledge Community, the Interior
Architecture Advisory Group has begun out-
reach efforts to the interior design community
through the IIDA. Instead of attempting to
resolve any conflicts, it is approaching the con-

tact on a member-to-member basis to begin
the dialogue about this complex issue that will
persist for many years to come. O
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Chris Arnold, FAIA, RIBA

I was brought up to sketch using traditional water

color-no erasures, no second chances, no overpaint-

ing, and the paper white. Over many years of practice,

other things took precedence, except for creating a
yearly Christmas card, but I resumed about ten years

ago and added an interesting limitation.

During this period, I was doing a lot of travel-

ing, which involved periodic waiting around in hotels. I

decided that on every trip I would execute a watercolor

sketch through my hotel window, regardless of the

merits of the view. I did not cheat by asking for a room

with a view or changing rooms to improve the vista,

so a fair percentage of sketches were views of parking

lots, light wells, and roofs. The sketches took about

30 to 45 minutes, although some of the larger, more

architectural ones took longer, but it was not hard to

find this amount of time. Most pictures are about 5 x I
inches, but some of the latet more panoramic ones are

8-11? x11.

I found that this activity added an element of

excitement to the otherwise often drab prospect of

opening the shades upon entering a room: the first view

of the outside and a quick assessment of possibilities.
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Ten Years AfterBook Review

Appropriate: The Hou s of Joseph Esh erick

by Marc Treib

Appropriate

San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2008

John Parman

In his lifetime, the San Francisco architect foseph Esherick (r9r4-r998) won the highest honors
ofthe profession for design, education, and collaborative practice. Yet he has a less secure place

in the US architectural pantheon than peers-Philip |ohnson comes to mind-who practiced in
the east and had closer ties to its media and cultural institutions. Ten years after his death, he

finally has a monograph, one of a series that Marc Treib and William Stout are producing from
UC Berkeley's CED Archive. The book focuses on his houses-an important part of his legacy, but
not the whole story. His firm, EHDD, did its own book earlier in this decade, but it omitted the
older, larger work. A real monograph, perhaps a "Part Two" from Tieib and Stout, would provide a
firller picture.

An influential outsider

Esherick was a pivotal figure in Bay Area architecture. He worked with Gardner Dailey before
World War II, taught with William Wurster, and even joined forces with Bernard Maybeck on
UC Berkeley's Pelican Building. He influenced MLTW, both directly (on The Sea Ranch) and

through his partner, George Homsey, whose friendship with several of the MLIW partners in the
late r95os and early r96os resulted in work that played offofeach other and riffed on Esherick's

influence. Daniel Solomon's early projects, like his Lyon Street housing, are in the same family as

Esherick's earlier multifamily work, like Angelo Sangiacomo's Bay-stockton Apartment, which is

not covered in this book.

Coming from Philadelphia, Esherick brought an outsider's view of the Bay Region. In
this respect, he is like Edward Charles Bassett, the SOM design partner who moved here from
Michigan after working with Eero Saarinen, and Stanley Saitowitz, who came from South Africa,
where he designed a series ofprovocative veldt houses. Each ofthem embraced the new region.
Whether intentionally or not, they also redefined its architecture.

opposite: Cary House, photo by Roy Flamm
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Esherick categorized his work according

to what he was exploring. His explorations start

with "packing the box" and also take in gables,

pavilions, and light boxes. Tieib uses this explo-

ration as the book's organizing device, not least

because Esherick referred to it in his oral his-

tory. (He also summarized these explorations

in an article in Spoce st Society in ry83.)
Esherick made a fetish of the "ordinary"

but it was very much a bespoke ordinariness, as

practiced by the leisure classes. Tieib's "appro-

priate" better captures what the houses are

about. They address terroir-the total nature of
a place. The country houses especially are set

in its midst, responding to everything around

them. It's as if he understood that everything

unfolds-the people who live there, the rooms

they inhabit, and the nature ofthe place itself.

The houses, in Stewart Brand's phrase, beat to

the clock of the long now.

Architecture that mediates

While the hedgerow houses at The Sea Ranch

are probably the best known and most iconic

of Esherick's residential projects, the Cary

House for me best captures what his houses

are about. The book permits a comparison
between the remarkably open house designed

by Esherick's first wife, Rebecca Wood, and

the sense of openness that the Cary House

achieves while remaining enclosed. Like an

Eichler, Wood's glass window wall is entirely
transparent. Esherick's equivalent wall frames

the views. This was Wurster's influence,
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EHDD's Chuck Davis told me, but Esherick's

walls are more aesthetically composed. The

Cary House's view-facing wall is a masterpiece

of how to mediate between the human scale of
dwelling and the inhuman scale of nature (as

Wallace Stegner called it).

The Sea Ranch hedgerow houses (above)

take their formal cues from trees along the

coast that bend in a Taoist manner to forces

beyond their control, as well as from old sheds

and barns whose shape and longevity reflect

a similar strategy. The later, larger-scale work
of Esherick's firm also evolved by contending

with difficult natural sites, like Monterey Bay

and Utah's Wasatch Range. The aquarium
and the lodges at Deer Valley are pitched up

against nature, and they unhesitatingly look
around for successful precedents. Esherick was

doing this in Tahoe in the late r94os-houses
that still resonate, not least because they have

a foothold in the past. The Goldman House

in San Francisco, which draws on the city's
Victorians, is an urban example of Esherick's

sympathy for known starting points, assuming

(like the philosopher Friedrich Hayek) that tra-

dition is the accrued wisdom of a people and

a place. It's in this sense only that Esherick's

work can be said to be ordinary.

Esherick and his collaborators

One virtue of the book is Treib's careful cred-

iting of Esherick's collaborators. Almost all
of his work was done with others. His part-

ners Homsey and Davis established their own

48

identities as design architects. (Peter Dodge's

role was more to shape the growing firm of
EHDD.) Homsey, who deserves his own mono-

graph, draws on the region's deeper traditions,

unafraid to tap those roots. He's been com-

pared to Aldo Rossi. If Charles Moore dabbled

in this territory Homsey really did something

with it. Davis, enamored of technical chal-

lenges, pioneered a new generation of aquari-

ums that solved the huge problems of the ear-

lier ones and redefined people's expectations

of what an aquarium is and does. They both

took EHDD in new directions.

The Bay Region is fortunate to have the

CED Archive, a repository of drawings that
complements the Bancroft Library's collections

of architects' and critics' papers and of the neg-

atives of some of the region s best architectural

photographers. The books that Treib and Stout

have generated from this trove, along with oth-

ers like Pierluigi Serraino's NorColMod, are

giving a new generation of architects, students,

and enthusiasts a clearer sense of what the

post-war generation wrought. Esherick is just

one piece of that ptzzle, but he's an impor-
tant piece. This monograph does justice to an

architect who-despite his Gold Medal-never
really made the canon. It's a good book, and

well deserved. o
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A Brief List of lnterior Design Resources

Compiled by Annie Chu, AIA

What is FF&E) Confusion abounds for this acro-

nym, which rea& means "furniture, fumishings and

equipment," not "fixtures, furniture and equipment"

or "furnishings, finishes and equipment," etc. (For

rnore, see AIA document 4275, which defines a typi
cal scope and general conditions for an FF&E con-

tract). Should you specify an espagnolette for those

doors and a night latch, as welll Do you reaily need

French pleats or just pencil pleats for those dupioni
drapes? Did you know that the acronym FOB on
your furniture invoice means "free on board," a pric-

ing term indicating that the quoted price covers all

expenses up to and including deiivery of goods upon
an overseas vessel provided by or for the buyerl For

answers to these and other perplexing and exotic
questions, please consult the resources listed below.

Wishing you delighfii reading and happy surfing!

$ebography

AIA Inteior Arch.itecture Ktowbdge Corununity
"W 

eb site : www. aia. or g /int_default

AIA lwteior Architecture Websik Relsted Links:

www.aia.orglintJinks

ASID Design Knowledge, an archive and links portal

for the American Society of Interior Designers:

www.asid.org/designicrowledgel

i:alni if rai,.til rii.ll.
Color GIossary: *ww.sapdesignguild.org/resourcesf
glossary-color/index.htm

Noturol Color Sysierz, created in Scandinavia as an

internationai color language and adopted in Europe:

http: I | 83 fi9.2o6 t63 I webbizzf mainPage/main.asp

Dezingare,bllled as the worldwide guide for interior
design, providing a wide range of giossaries and direc-

tories, from the Getty art and architecture thesaurus

to builder's hardware, furnishings, textiles, window

treatments, upholstery wall coverings and mirrors:
www.dezignare.com/library/iibrary-glossaries.html

ii:riif rrri :'lli::ri:r, li irlrt:r
rs' dibs, portal site for vintage furniture and feature
articles on heary hltting interior designers:

www.rstdibs.com

Wight,venenble auction house for vintage furniture
and decorative art objects: www.wrightzo.com

Reforw Gallery, Californian Modernism &rrniture and

decorative arts: www.leform-modern.com

McMakin's idiosyncratic
Shaker, California, and fine

arts roots: www.domesticfurniture.com

lnteiordezine, portal site for interior design and

decorating education information:
www.interiordezine.com/index.cfmlGlossary

IIDA Knowledge Center, part ofthe International Inte-

rior Design Association web archive:

http: iTknowledgecenter.iida.orgl

Mateial ConneXion, a membership-based resource

of innovative materials: www.materialconnexion.com

Brbliogr aphy

Abercrombie, Stanley, A Century of Inteior Design

lgoo-2ooo: Tbe Designers, the Produ{ts, and the Profes-

sion. New York: Rizzoli, eool.

Abercrombie, Stanley, A Philosophy oflnteior Design.

Bouider, Colorado: Westview Press, r99o.

Batchelor, David, Chromophobia. London; Reakion
Books Ltd, zooo.

Kaufman, Donald and Taffy Dahl, Color: Natural
Palettefor Paified Rooms. New York: Random House,

199;-.

Kna&stedt, Mary V., The Challenge of Inteior Design:

Profusionol Yolucs and Opportunities. New York:

Allworth Press, zoo8.

Malnar, ioy Monice and Frank Vodvarka, The lnteior
Dimznsion: ATheorettcal Approach to Enclosed Space.

New York: Wiley, r99t.

Pile, John, lntenor Design,4th edition. New |ersey:
Prentice Hall, zoo7.

Rice, Charles, The Emergence of the Inteior: Archi-
tecture, Modernity, Dornesticity. London : Routledge,

zoo7.

Taylor, Mark and ]ulieanna Preston, lntirnus: lntewor
Design Theory Readcr. Chichester, England; Hoboken,
New )ersey: Wiley-Academy, zoo6.

a bi-linguai Italian publication with provoca-

articles across design disciplines:

http://abitare,corriere.it/index-eng.shtml

ICON, a publication of the American Society

Designers:
www.asid.org/designknoll4edge/publications liconi

Contract, covering commercial interior projects;

www.contractmagazine.com

Core 77, an indusrial design magazine and resource

site for professionals and students
www.coreTT.com

Domus, a bilingual Italian publication with interna-

tional coverage ofart, architectwe, and design:
www. domusweb. it/home.cfm

Elernente, a Canadian publication featuring regional

and international coverage of architecture, design,

and lifestyle: www.elementemag.com

Frame, an industrial design and interiors magazine
with international coverage on retail, exhibition, 1ei

sure. and workplace design: www.framemag.com

Iconeye, a UK sister magazkte to lcon, the UK life-
style magazine, covering architects and designers,

cultural movements, technologies and aa eclectic

range offi1ms, books, and exhibits:
www.iconeye.com

LD., intemational design magazine with cross dis-

cipline coverage, from products to environmental
design, including an annual design competition:
www. id-mag.com/General Menu

lnterior Design, covering a wide range ofinterior
projects: www.interiordesign.net

Matter, a quarteriy magazine by
spotlighting what's new in different
design, an interview with a leading
information on the latest in material

Metropolis,up to the minute coverage of a
ofdesign disciplines and topics:

www.metropolismag.com /cda/

Perspe ct ive, a publication oI the tntemational
Design Association, primarily
proiects: wwwdesignmatters.net

in style:
World. of Interiors,

Blackmqn Cruz, eccenlrixcollection of frirnishings
and decoratire arts wilh a Hollruood point of view:

http: / i bl ackman cr-Llz.com /

Deliyannis, Melina, for the AIA Interior Architecture

Know'ledge Community, Signifcant Inteiors. Yrcto-

ria, Australia: Images Publishing Group, Pty., zoo8.
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The Handbook on Project Delivery

ln response to the ovenruhelming need for information about
today's complex and innovative project delivery methods and
trends, The American lnstitute of Architects, California Council
(AIACC) has developed a comprehensive guide for architects,
their clients, and contractors, to assist with important building
related decision making. The Handbook on Project Delivery
includes 15 new case studies providing a thorough evaluation
of many different delivery methods. This resource helps building
teams with the selection of the most appropriate method for
each project.

Order by February 28,2009, and receive a 50% discount. Visit
aiacc.org and select "store" or call (916) 448-9082.
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Subscriptions HORBURN[
SSOCIATES

Acousuc AND TrcuxoI,ocy CoxsulraNrs
A Professional Service F irm Providing Acoustical Consulting and
Technology System Design and Engineering forthe Commercial,
Corporate, Leisure, Public, Residential, and Retail Industries.

Three Locations to Serve You:
San Francisco, CA
LosAngeles, CA
Raleigh-Durham,NC

For additional information on our firm visit our web site
at: www.TA-Inc.com

or send an email to: TA@TA-Inc.com

T
A

510.886.7826
818.569.0234
919.463.9995

Ihorburn Associates Inc is proud
to tre anAIA/CES Provider.

Single copies and subscriptions are available at the following rates:

Single copies: 55 AIA members; 59 non-members.

Subscriptions (four issues per year): S24 AIA members;

S15 students; S34 non-members, U.S.; S38 Canada; S42 foreign.

c/o AIA California Council
l3O3 J Street, S2O0
Sacramento, CA 95814

Subscription

lnformation:

arcCA

c/o AIACC

t303 J Street

Suite 200

Sacramento, CA 95814

www.atacc.0rg

2009 is approaching; please c0nsider a

subscription to this award'winning publicati0n

for those on your holiday qift list.

arccA

lax916-442'5346
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AS A SERIES SPONSOR, YOU'LL
REACH AN EXCLUSIVE GROUP OF
STRATEGIC DECISION.MAKERS...

lntegrated Proiect DeliYery seminar series

Opportunities for owners - and all members of the
design and construction industry - to reduce waste
and optimize efficiency through each phase of design,
fabrication and construction.

D IPD Series Partner . - . $1o,ooo
r Two tid<eb per seminar (value $1,500)
r Full-page,4C ad in hlilonia Wucliut magazre (valus $3,8S). Full-page, 4C ad in arc04 tr offtialioumal of fie AACC galue $3,220). Logo and corFrry link m tlp AIAC,C website and McGraru-Hilt

Consf.rlion Regiuul websib, wuar.californh.corsfuctbn.co{n
. Logo included on all promotixal raterials and e\snt sbnaw
. Logo plus 100 r/vord company bio$aplry in the ellent's resouce book
. Recognition atthe q8nt (ftom podium)

. Rec0gnition at eadl lvine & Cfuoss Reception Mspeaking opportunity

. /rbility h redisribute series "white ryd' (crediting AIACC &
content autus)

. Attendee listfmrn entire series

Ll lndividual Seminar Sponsorship $2,fi)0
o 2 ttckets t0 fts sponsued event (value $250)
o 0uarter-page,4C adin Californk funsfrwtionmaguine w arcCA

(value $'1,745)
. Logo included 0n individual sponsored event signage
. Recognitlon at fie event (fr0m podium)

. Recognitlon at he Wine and Cheese Reception

r Recognilion in fie event's resource book
. Aftendee list from individual seminar

$g:i;rrer:r i** itjse j?f;fftr,!:l,$..

tr Series Sponsor . . $5,000
. Two tickeb per seminar (lalue $1,500)
o Haltpage, 4C ad in Califomia Constructiut maguine w arcCA

(Value $2,760)
. Becognition at each Wine & Cheese Reception Wspeaking oppfiunity
. Logo included on all promotional materhls and event signage
. Recognition in the event's resource book
o Table top display in fie reception area

lJ lndividual Seminar Wine Sponsorship . . $1,000
. one ticket per seminar valued at $1 25
. L0q0 included 0n individual sponssed went signage
. Recognition at each Wine & Cheese Reception

o Table top display in he reception area

.:ilti,ii,iiiiia iil* $+*l:ll*; I'flrr'i;+tfii;,i$,'

': . ..'. ,:,;',..i, ' ii :'i i :i?-: :'i - i',i,-.r,r

U Resource Book Sponsor .. . ... $4,(x)O
. one tickel per seminar valued at $125
. Logo included on all promotional material and event signage
. Premium l0g0 placement in resource book containing course material
. One full page ad with premium placement in fie events binder
. Ability to redistribute series "white paper" (crediting AIACC &

content aufrors)
. Attendee listfiom entire series
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Technological advances and increased demand for more
effective processes are changing how our world gets built.
These revolutionary changes will transform the design and
construction industries.

Decision-makers from the design and construction
industries will discuss the future and examine the
value of Integrated Project Delivery.

A diverse group of stakeholders will present the who through how of lPD, including
How to implement IPD today
The impact of IPD on California building markets
Time and money savings
Transforming traditional processes into IPD processes
What tools are available

@ n"n"onBridsett * McGraw Hill
B0ilsmuGTroir

APR 2
MAY 7
JUN 4
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AIA Califomia Council
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lntroduction to IPD tiF: PEg rU
IPD Technology & Sustainability rrir MAR 25
lmplementing IPD .:ji APR 28

i:lF UC Berkeley Extension, Downtown Campus
425 lr/arket Street, 8th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94105

Lli Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
700 N. Alameda Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012

The IPD Series is designed for strategic decision makers, such as public and private
building owners, architects, contractors and other stakeholders - all concerned about
the design and construction industry - and ready for the significant changes ahead in
the development of California.
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Be recogniled at &ls important 2009 coilslruc*ion industry eyent!
Become a Seminar Series Sponsor - contact us today.

tcGraw-Hl!! Gonstucton . tel (626) 9:t2{116 . fax (626) 932{163
E-mall ts at GActadcilng@mcgraw-hill.com
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Advertisers lndex

AIA 50

Beal Creative Group ll

Blomberg Window Systems IFC

Bradley Corporation 6

Brandow & Johnston lnc. l0

Concrete Masonry Association I0

DeSimone Consulting Engineers 6

Graniterock 10

Hunter Panels OBC

Major Skylights I

Marvin Windows & Doors I

McGraw-HillConstruction 52,54

Merchants Metals I1

Pilkington Fire Protection 1

Shen Milsom & Wilke lnc. l0

The Shalleck Collaborative 53

Thorburn Associates 51

Walter P. Moore 2

WSP Flack + Kurtz IBC

rhe Shalleck Collaborative rnc.

Celebrating five years of providing
consulting services for owners,
architects, municipalities,
professional organizations
and educational institutions

582 Market Street, Suite zooz
San Francisco, CA 94to4

tel 415-956-4roo
www.shalleck.com

We look forward to combining our talents with yours.

Watercolor by Chris Arnold, FAIA; see also pages 42-45.
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.Planning and Design of Theatres and Production Systems
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arctl

arccA is the only publication excluslvely dlrected to 11,000 architects llcensed to
practice in California.

AIACC is the largest chapterof the AIA, and it's
11,000 memben; are leades in many seg-

ments of the Califomia construction market.
Here's your opportunity to target and
reach these powerful, influential indus"
try declsion makers. CALL TO RESERVE
YOUR ADVERTISING SPACE TODAY!

Magazine trims to 9'w x 10"h.

Size lx 4x

' , 8.5"wx9.5"h $2645 $2120
Bleed ads: please add .125" to mch side of trim size.

8.5"wx4.75"h $1735 $1380

, 4.125"w x 4.75"h $935 $750

4 Color * add $575

arcCA, Architecture California, the official
journal of the American Institute of Architects
California Council, is sent quarterly to all
members of the AIACC for their professional
development. Honors for 2007 included:

, Merit Award Winner in Redesign -Society of Publication Designers.
' Maggie Awards Finalist, Two Categories

- Western Publications Association

California has the sixth-largest econorr
in the world. The California constructic
market is a $58 billion industry, or 12% ot e

construction in the United States.

AIACC members are responslble for 80'
of the non-residential design consaruction i
California, and set the pace for project
acros$ the United States.

. . June 200!

orcO4 explores the political, economic and cultural forces that shape architectural practice
in California. This journal addresses architecture from the perspectives of professional prac-
tice, the architect in the community, works/sectors and the annual AIACC Design Awards.
arcCA's thoughtful essays on important issues are accompanied by a regular building
feature, "Under the Radar," and the Design Awards issue features buildings recognized by
AIACC as the finest work of contemporary California architects.

lndicate issue preference below.

.: =arccA9.l ... .March2A1!

ENTITLEMENTS Space ReseruationDeadline:2/27/2009
Navigating the various processes through which architects must pass to get buildings approved

for construction*environmental impact reports, zoning review & variances, design review.

arcCA 9.2. ...
DESIGN FOR ACINC Space Reseroation Deadline: 5/29/2009
How best to house seniors? Several California AIA members are playing significant roles in
this area.

". --'.arcCA9.3... ....September200S
A CRITICAL LOOKAT "GREEN" Space Reseroatian Deadline;8/28/2009
Claiming to be "green". It's time to ask some critical questions: what counts as "green"?

What are more rigorous alternatives to LEED as an evaluation system?

'. .:,arccA9.4... .....December2A09
BUILDINGS FOR FAITH AND MEMORY Space Reseroation Deadline: 11/25/2009
A review of religious sanctuaries, cemeteries and mausoleums.

Contact us

maggi e _hart le y@ m c gra w - h i I l. c o m

,. ,. Michael Moffat.800351-5554
m ic hae I _mo f fa t@m cgrawhi I l. co m

.i
',. MarshaMillerSumberg. 7l+2224934

marc h a *s um be rg@ m cgra wh i I l. c o m

The California Focus: Reaching the California Architect

dffiffi Regional Publ ications www.cal ifornia.construction.com
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States with the most interior design firms

(2003 data)

California 1461

Florida 1437

New York 1050

www.census.g0v

Largest California interior design firms

(by 2005 billings)

San Francisco

Gensler

SmithGroup

MBH

Los Angeles

Gensler

Hirsch Bedner Associates

HLW lnternational

www.bizjournals.com

US interiors magazines (ranked by paid subscriptions)

Sunsef 1,448,044

ArchitecturalDigest 8l?,89?

Metropolitan Home 600,000

tlle D6cor 500,000

Dwell 300,000

Surface 96,000

lnterior Design 55,420

Metropolis 47,000

Contract 30,000

htt p:/fl i b ra ry.c ca.ed u/

One of the best interiors magazines may be this one

Frane, Bis Publishers (Amsterdam)

htt p://l i b ra ry.c c a.e d u/

lnterior design organization acronyms

ASID - American Society of lnterior Designers

EIFMA - Business and lnstitutional Furniture

Manufacturer's Association

CCIDC - California Council for lnterior Design

Certification

CIDA - Council for lnterior Design Accreditation

IDCEC - lnterior Design Continuing Education Council

IDEC - lnterior Design Educators Councll

IDEP - lnterior Design Experience Program

IDS - lnterior Design Society

IFDA - lnternatlonal Furnishings & Design Association

llDA - lnternational lnterior Design Association

NCID0 - National Council for lnterior Design

0ualif ication

www.iida.org

California's 14 CIDA Accredited lnterior

Design Programs

Academy of Art University, San Francisco

American lntercontinental University, Los Angeles

Brooks College, Long Beach

California College of the Arts, San Francisco

CSU, Fresno

CSU, Northridge

CSU, Sacramento

Design lnstitute of San Diego

Interior Designers lnstitute, Newport Beach

SDSU, San Diego

UCLA Extension, Los Angeles

UC Berkeley Extension, San Francisco

West Valley College, Saratoga

Woodbury University, Burbank

www.cida.org

California architects who are both AIA and llDA Fellows

td Friedrichs

Art Gensler

Richard Pollack

www.aia.org

www.iida.org

David Meckel, FAIA

Pass rates on the National Council for lnterior Design

0ualification (NClD0) exam

Sectionl-Programming&Design 680/0

Section 2 - Contracts & Pro Practice 64Vo

Section3-Practicum 70Vo

www.ncidq.org

Number of interior designers nationwide who have

passed the NCID0 exam to date

20,000

www.ncidq.org

Number of Certified lnterior Designers (ClDs)

in California

2,702

www.ccidc.org

Three recent monographs on innovative

interior designers

Broos, Francine, francine Broos: lnterior Architect.

Rotterdam: Episode Publishers, 2008

Fraser, Max, Boek: Piet Hein fek Amsterdam:

Bis Publishers, 2007

Niimi, Ryu, Tokunjin Yoshioka Deslqn. London:

Phaidon Press,2006

www.stoutbooks.com

Two handy recent interiors reference books

Cuffaro, Dan, Process, Materials, and Measurements.

Rockport 2006

Grimley, Chris & Mimi Love, Color, Space, and Style.

Rockport 2007

www.stoutbooks.con
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The Alleys of Niles

Paul Welschmeyer, AIA

Two alleys run the length of the town of Niles, California, parallel to

its three main streets. Their function is to provide usefirl access to the

rear of properties. There were no automobiles in 1888 when the town

was laid out, and the dust thrown by horse-drawn wagons was some-

thing to avoid. It was best to bring the wagons around the back. The

alleys create the urban fabric and make possible the architectural vocabu-

lary of the town's streets: picket fences, Western fagades, and the conspic-

uous absence ofsuburban, two-car garages. The "Main Street" nature of
Niles Boulevard exists because of the commercial service access the

alleys provide.

In 1956, the City of Fremont was incorporated, combining previ-

ously unincorporated Niles, Mission San fose, Centerville, Irvington

and Warm Springs. Conflicts between revitalization of the towns and

suburban development became immediately apparent. In December of
1956, eleven months after incorporation, Fremont asserted that the pub-

lic alleys in Niles were not part of the incorporation and that it was not

responsible for their distressed condition. It certainly did not intend to

maintain them.

To compound the situation, the City declared Niles an historic

district but to this day refuses to draft zoning regulations that would

support its historic development patterns. To the contrary, in ry97, it
rezoned 75/o o{ the houses into a non-conforming situation, requiring a

variance for any changes. It does not allow improvements that acknowl-

edge the alleys.

How would things be different if, since 1956, the alleys had been

maintained and utilized! How many businesses would have thrived on

easy deliveries? How many commercial property owners would have

expanded their buildings? How many new shoppers and businesses

would have been attractedl How many residences would still have

picket fences? How many garages would be accessed from the alleys

instead of the main streetsl

The impact of the alleys on the townscape of Niles is profound. In
a healthy state, they would provide systemic yitality to the local economy

and an experiential framework for understanding the past and imagin-

ing the future culture of Niles. o
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